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Abstract — Grid computing is a desired choice of large-scale science problem and engineering computation because of its higher 
performance and lower cost. This paper studied the strategy of how to assign user tasks to heterogeneous resources and improving 
the resources utilization. An improved simulated annealing algorithm based on self-adaptive strategy is proposed for Grid 
scheduling to optimize the task completion time and load balancing. In response to Grid dynamic characteristic, the process of 
scheduling is divided into partial scheduling and different neighbor structures are discussed. In every partial scheduling cycle, 
tasks size and resources load are adjusted to the stochastic arriving jobs and available resources. The algorithm is simulated in 
Gridsim toolkit platform and compared with the existing scheduling techniques. The results reflect the proposed algorithm has the 
predominance in searching the solution space and obtain improving achievements.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

There are a large number of idle resources on the 
network, at the same time, computation-intensive 
engineering and mathematics problems cannot be handled 
effectively due to the lack of super-computer. Therefore, 
Grid, tuning heterogeneous resources span different 
organizations together, is convenient solution to distributed 
and parallel computing [1]. These resources belong to 
different institutions, including machines, networks, sensors, 
instruments and actuators, etc, and provide service to users in 
a virtual organization [2,3,4]. The heterogeneity of resources 
varies with computation, communication, operation system 
and hardware architecture. Usually, Users’ problem is 
divided into many small tasks and these tasks are 
concurrently executed in different processors of Grid, so 
Grid system has strong computational power. 

Unlike traditional distributed system, the available 
network resources can join or withdraw Grid dynamically 
because processors are not dedicated and only idle resources 
or partial resources can be used for user tasks. Besides that, 
there is no central manager and Grid resources are self-
governing. Tasks or jobs are submitted randomly and can be 
processed by any processor in Grid or user can appoint 
devices prior, which lead to different executing cost when 
tasks are assigned to heterogeneous resources with unique 
specialty. Considering the above factors, how to assign tasks 
is a bottleneck to performance of Grid[3,4].  

In the past years, researchers have studied many 
algorithms to deal with tasks scheduling [4,5,6,7,8,9,10]. 
These algorithms are commonly classified static and 
dynamic scheduling [6,7,8,9,10]. Static algorithms discuss 
deterministic resources and tasks and the information keeps 
invariant during the process of scheduling, so static 

algorithms estimate the executing time to make decisions at 
compile-time. On the contrary, dynamic algorithms obtain 
the information of tasks and resources online at the moment 
of tasks arriving, so the scheduling decision must be made at 
run-time. Dynamic algorithms have less related information 
to utilize and are more complex than static scheduling. Due 
to the uncertainty of resources and randomness of tasks, 
static scheduling algorithms are not suitable for Grid 
scheduling. The dynamic scheduling easily incurs larger 
scheduling length because the scheduling algorithm occupies 
part overhead. In proposed algorithm, a dedicated machine is 
used to perform the algorithm, which overlaps the executing 
process to enhance the scheduling performance. 

In general, two dynamic scheduling methods, on-line 
mode (immediate mode) and batch mode are investigated 
[6,7,9]. In on-line mode, scheduler immediately assigns tasks 
to processors only once when they arrive. The batch mode 
considers a batch of ready tasks under current resources in 
every scheduling interval and obtains a better result because 
of combining more tasks and resources[7,9]. Due to the 
tremendous resources of network, it is unnecessarily or 
impossible to achieve optimal assignment using exhaustive 
search. Many heuristic algorithms are investigated to obtain 
an approximate solution in reasonable time[4,5,6,7,8,9]. 
Usually, these algorithms emphasize on some constraints and 
are not applied to universal occasions. From the resource 
perspective, some algorithms lied importance on workflow 
and utilization[4,10,11,12,13]. In the view of users, it is 
important to evaluate the makespan of jobs, cost and QoS 
(Quality of Service) [14,15]. A desired algorithm should give 
consideration to both sides and schedulers must weigh the 
system performance and user’s requirements simultaneously. 

In this paper, improving simulated annealing is adapted 
to heterogeneous and dynamic environment based on self-
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adaptive technique. Tackling with changing resources and 
stochastically arriving tasks, scheduling process is divided 
into partial scheduling driven by event and local search is 
employed to find optimum allocation in every cycle. 

II. SIMULATED ANNEALING ALGORITHM 

Simulated annealing (SA) algorithm simulates the 
cooling process of metals to a regular crystalline structure 
when metals are frozen very slowly [16]. It is said that the 
crystalline structure is the minimum-energy steady state and 
increase metals’ strength. The cooling process proceeds step 
by step and slow cooling permits a substantial amount of 
time for atoms to obtain thermal equilibrium with low 
energy. In every step, there is a corresponding annealing 
temperature T and an initial solution. Simulated annealing 
explores the neighbor space of current solution and moves to 
better solution. Then temperature T is modified in next step 
until the stopping criterion is satisfied. 

SA is a local stochastic algorithm which can converge 
fast, but it runs the risk of being trapped into a local 
minimum. So the algorithm employs a strategy that accepts 
new solutions not only improving objective function 
(downhill), but also deteriorating it (uphill). The acceptance 
probability of worse solutions is determined by Metropolis 
Criterion, depicted as equation (1) [16]. 

                  exp( )EP T
                                      (1) 

Here, E is the increase of objective function. Annealing 
and combinatorial optimization problems have the common 
characteristics of trying to obtain the best value of objective 
function, so SA is extrapolated to solve Grid scheduling. The 
annealing process corresponds to solution space searching 
and energy to objective function, etc [13,17]. T is a control 
parameter, known as the system ‘temperature’ independent 
of the objective function involved.  

When the principle of simulated annealing algorithm is 
imported into Grid scheduling, it is used to produce partial 
tasks allocation plan in every scheduling cycle. In order to 
avoid idle resources, algorithm is stopped by the earliest 
executing time of the last patch resources. Algorithm is 
executed by a dedicated machine and concurrent with tasks 
executing to reduce the algorithm overhead. The initial 
solution is produced by Min-min which is successfully 
implemented to scheduling problem[5]. 

III. SELF-ADAPTIVE ALGORTHM FOR GRID SCHEDULING 

A. Self-adaptive Partial Scheduling  

Users’ tasks are submitted to Grid randomly and brokers 
accept these jobs and keep them in a ready queue. In general, 
the tasks arriving time is according to some distributed 
probability, such as Poisson distribution and uniform 
distribution. A subset of ready tasks is scheduled every time, 
which is referred as a batch scheduling or partial scheduling. 
In a scheduling cycle, schedulers are actuated by a special 
event. The successive partial scheduling are denoted as 

ips and 1ips  . When the ips  tasks start to be processed, 

schedulers assign the 
1i

ps


 ready jobs and new jobs join in 

waiting queue and don’t be considered in this batch. 
Tasks scale of partial scheduling is a key to performance 

of batch mode[18]. Bigger size causes too long time to find a 
better result and can’t select suitable resources. Fewer tasks 
result in idle resources and a lot of tasks unprocessed. In this 
experiment, batch size is dynamically adjusted to available 
resources and current tasks. The number of tasks in waiting 
queue is recorded as ScheduleSize  and the partial size should 
be less than or equal to ScheduleSize . It is assumed there 
are m  resources processing the last partial tasks and the 
earliest finishing time of resources is estimated as follows. 

[1, ]( ),k k mexpectTime r   represents the finish time of the k  

resource in the ips  batch. The finish time ( )iTime psFinish  is 

the algorithm time of 1ips  patch.  Here, 

( ) { ( ),  [1, ]}
i kTime ps Min Time r k mFinish expect  is the earliest 

time to find idle resources. The tasks size of 1ips  partial 
scheduling is determined as (2). 

1( ) =

        {( ( ) ) * , }

i

i

Task ps

Min FinishTime ps L SchedulelSize ScheduleSize

      (2) 

L  is constant factor and set in scheduling process. 

B. Neighborhood Strategies 

Combining scheduling problem and SA algorithm, local 
search strategies mean modification of the initial solution to 
generate a novel one. So the modification of a solution in 
Grid scheduling is to perturb the scheduling list, which 
prescribes the neighborhood of the current solution. In this 
scheduling problem, it is defined the modification of a given 
scheduling list as a swap of two interchangeable randomly 
selected tasks (or nodes). A scheduling order can be 
transformed into another scheduling order by swapping two 
different nodes. These two nodes can be adjacent or 
irrelative. Another neighborhood strategy is defined as 
migration, shifting a task from a resource to other resource. 

C. The Annealing Parameter and Terminating Criteria 

Because of the algorithm sensitivity to the parameters, 
the temperature parameter and terminating criteria must be 
selected thoughtfully. In simulation experiment, these 
parameters are selected as follows.  

Cooling Function:  The cooling function is what controls 
the decrement of the temperature parameter during the 
evolvement. Equation (3) is the cool function which is 
adopted in the proposed algorithm. 

1k kT T                             (3) 

Terminating Criteria: SA will evolve the population until 
one or more stopping conditions are met. In every partial 
scheduling phase, the algorithm time is determined by the 
least-load machine until the machine finished all the jobs 
assigned to it. Simulated annealing algorithm will also stop 
evolving if one of the processors becomes idle. The faster the 
machine execute the application, the algorithm has less time 
to search solution. The best schedule found so far is selected 
after each generation.  
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D. Using Improving SA for Grid Scheduling 

The users submit theirs application to the resource broker 
and the broker adds them into the queue waiting to be 
scheduled. the scheduling machine keeps busy until the least 
load machine has finished its load and the next scheduling 
event take place. Simulated annealing is used to find rational 
tasks assignment in every partial scheduling cycle. The local 
queue in each machine employs the first come first serve 
(FCFS).  

Having determined some important parameter in SA, 
proposed algorithm is implemented as below. 

i. Generate an initial scheduling 
0

s  by Min-min; 

ii. Every T, Search the neighborhood: 
  For i =1 to M do (M is iteration times) 

     Perturb the current s  to generate 1is  ; 

( s is the result of last phrase, if first, 0s s )     

Estimate the schedule objective function:      

( )f sf , 1 1( )i if sf  ; 

     
1

= -
i

f f f


    

if exp( ) (0 ,1)
f

random
T


    

then 1is s  ;  

end for 
iii. 1k kT T   ;  

iv. Repeat step ii until the terminating criteria is satisfied, 
and ( )iTime psFinish is the terminating criteria in this example. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

A. Problem Model 

It is assumed that the application can be partitioned into 
independent tasks, i.e., arbitrary tasks irrespective of 
communication cost. Each task size (or executing cost) is 
measured in MIs (million instructions). The available 
resource is consisted of machines with several processors 
and speed of each available processor is measured in million 
instructions per second, denoted as MIPs[18]. Tasks can 
require specific amounts and types of resources and are 
randomly submitted by users.  Schedulers accept, schedule 
and send tasks to resources and these resources, which 
provide dynamical services, gain some expense.  

To test the validity of the proposed algorithm, tasks 
arrive times are according to Poisson distribution and 
Uniform distribution. Mean values in Poisson distribution 
are 10,100, 500 and value range in uniform distribution [10, 
1000]. Task lengths are uniform distribution according to 
intervals of [1000, 5000] and [4000, 5000]. Machine number 
in a resource is uniform distribution with interval [2, 5] and 
processor speed is a uniform distribution within the range of 
[10,50]. In existing algorithms, MCT, Suffrage, Max-min, 
and Min-min have good reputation[5,6,7,8,9]. Here, these 
algorithms are carried out in GridSim environment and the 
results are discussed respectively compared to the proposed 

method. GridSim toolkit supports modeling and simulating 
of application scheduling on Grid system and multithread 
which is used to create different entities such as broker, 
users, resources, information services for resource discovery, 
etc[15,19]. These entities interact with each other, simulating 
tasks submitting, assigning, executing and evaluating of cost 
and time optimizations with constrained deadline and 
budget. Each experiment is repeated and an average result is 
calculated.  

B. Neighborhood Structures 

Two neighborhood strategies are studied for local search 
of simulated annealing based on current solution. The first is 
migrating one task from a resource to another resource and 
the second is two resources swapping task each other. 
TABLE I gives the makespan results under different tasks 
sizes with Poisson distribution arriving time. From the 
results, one conclusion can be made that the swapping 
method is light superior to migration. The swapping could 
guarantee the balance among different resources. The 
migration strategy incurred to the unbalance among different 
resources and lengthened the completion time. 

TABLE I.  MAKESPAN WITH NEIGHBORHOOD STRATEGIES UNDER 
DIFFERENT POISSON DISTRIBUTION ARRIVING TIME 

Neighborhood 
strategy 

Mean value and tasks size 

Mean value(100) Mean value(500) 

Tasks size Tasks size 

100 300 500 100 300 500 

Migration 4007 11398 19035 4257 11522 19183 

Swap 4121 11295 18653 4128 11739 19127 

C. Dynamical Scheduling Mode 

The improving SA employs partial scheduling match 
mode other than On-line mode. Minimum Complete Time 
(MCT) is better On-line mode and is used as a benchmark 
algorithm to test the proposed algorithm [5,7,8].  

TABLE II.  MAKESPAN WITH UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION ARRIVING TIME 
UNDER DIFFERENT TASKS SIZE (50 RESOURCES)  

Task length
Tasks size 

 125 250 375 500 

[1000,5000] 
SA 1427 1573 1929 2233 

MCT 1450 1681 2007 2454 

[4000,5000] 
SA 1814 1937 2487 3050 

MCT 1814 2314 3397 4565 

 
TABLE II gives the performance of tasks with uniform 

distribution arriving time under different task lengths. It is 
clear that Self-adaptive SA has shorter makespan than MCT. 
Self-adaptive SA takes into account the interaction of 
consecutive partial scheduling and uses the estimating 
information of existing processor load and task lengths to 
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determine next partial scheduling parameters. At the same 
time, the algorithm adjusts the greedy local search strategy 
by trying some worse solutions to avoid local optimum. 

D. Self-adaptive partial scheduling 

In every partial scheduling, a portion of ready tasks are 
selected to the idle resources. But available resources and 
ready tasks are not known in advance and self-adaptive patch 
size is determined by the current load and the scale of 
available resources and ready tasks.  So the batch size is 
varied with partial scheduling cycle, and other methods use 
stochastic batch size. Figure 1 and 2 depict the scheduling 
results of a few algorithms under uniform distribution 
arriving time. Max-min estimates the earliest finishing time 
of ready tasks and selects the match of task and resource 
with the maximum time [5]. Suffrage select task based on 
sufferage value, the difference of the earliest finishing time 
and the second earliest finishing time [6]. With two kinds of 
tasks length, self-adaptive SA demonstrates the efficiency for 
Grid scheduling. In the improving SA, the scheduler 
modifies the scheduling decision in line with the changeable 
Grid factors and the final scheduling performance is better 
than other algorithms from Figure 1 and 2. It is feasible to 
employ the self-adaptive technique. 
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Figure 1.  Makespan with tasks length interval [1000,5000] 

E. Improving load balancing 

When the completion time is the only aim to optimize the 
tasks scheduling, heavy load is assigned to the better 
resources. So the proposed algorithm improved the load 
balance when makespan is evaluated as the main goal. Three 
algorithms are implemented to solve Grid scheduling in the 
same benchmark and the results are listed in TABLE III and 
Figure 3. TABLE III gives the tasks assignments in different 
resources and Figure.3 showed the load ratio of resources 
according to the gross load and the capacity of resources. 

In every partial scheduling cycle, the improving SA 
algorithm predicts the existing load of current resources and 
allocates the next patch load based on the estimated 
parameters and the coefficient of processors speed. From 
Figure 3, the improving SA algorithm guarantees the Well-
balanced allocation in different resources and the load ratio 
of SA algorithm is approximated to 1, which encourage the 
shorter completion time in return. On the other hand, 

imbalance load caused longer processing time in heavy 
resource to prolong the whole due. 
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Figure 2.  Makespan with tasks length interval [4000,5000]  

It is clear that load balancing of resources does not 
necessarily results in the minimum execution time of every 
task. Every resource has even chance to execute tasks and 
the sum of tasks cost proportional is proportional to machine 
speed and the system from TABLE III. 

TABLE III.  THE TASKS DISTRIBUTION IN DIFFERENT RESOURCES (TASK 
LENGTH [4000, 5000])  

Resources 
ID 

Machine 
speed 

Tasks distribution 

Max-min Sufferage SA 

1 84 66786 77076 85946.96 

2 129 207316 166448.9 168437.9 

3 147 123659 133356.2 131806.4 

4 179 436163 417948.7 393282.5 

5 124 249220 285280.4 290597.8 

6 149 179954 195655.7 184408.9 

7 139 157228 158827.2 150508.4 

8 148 316626 323177.1 302252.6 

9 143 66037 85309.58 95814.57 

10 138 443892 403804.2 443828.3 

Sum 1380 2246884 2246884 2246884 
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Figure 3.  Load ratio in different resources (task length [4000, 5000])  
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, improving simulated annealing was 
proposed to solve Grid scheduling. Considering the dynamic 
features of heterogeneous Grid, partial scheduling and self-
adaptive strategy were used to optimize the completion time 
and improve load balance. A few algorithms were 
implemented and compared with the proposed algorithm. 
The experiment results demonstrated improving simulated 
annealing always ensured high performance in multi 
scheduling objective.  
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